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^board book; *read at storytime
E BERENSTA The Berenstain Bears old hat, new hat
E Blos Martin’s Hats*
E Hoppe Hat
E Keller What a Hat!
E Morris Hats, Hats, Hats*
E MILLER^ What's on my head?
E Nodset Who Took the Farmer’s Hat*
E Roy Whose Hat is That
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“I Wear My Hat”
I wear my hat upon my head
I wear my hat upon my hair
I wear it here I wear it there
My hat and I go everywhere.
I wear it in the rain and snow
I wear it even when it's hot
My hair feels lonely when its off
My head feels happy when its not.
And when it's time to get to bed
And Mama says, "Take off your hat,"
I do exactly as I'm told
And put it on my kitty cat!

Some Hat Activities:
-Bring out all your hats for your child to try on.
Choose your favorite together.
-When you’re out and about, ask your child to
notice people who are wearing hats and to tell
you about them. Is it a big or small hat? What
color is it?

Early Literacy Tip:
Singing songs helps your child hear and pay
attention to syllables in words.
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